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Final Press Release

XIX. International Festival of Chess and Games Czech Open 2008 has ended. The number of starts in all festival tournaments was 5830. Participants arrived from 52 countries. There were 101 tournaments at all. In 5 main chess tournaments there were 1535 players from 47 countries. 

The oldest chess player was Lothar Wagner (78 years) from Germany.The youngest one was 5-years-old Ibrahim Mohamed Badoor from UAE. 

There were 768 chess boards needed at the festival. 

Interwiew with the winner of the grandmaster tournament is at the end of this release.


Medal ranking:
		Gold 	Silver	Bronze
              
 1    RUS	10 	7 	7
 2    NED   	10   	4	6
 3    CZE  	8 	8  	14
 4    UKR   	7 	8,5   	0,5
 5    HUN   	5   	7    	10


These players reached their norms:
GM:
Piotr Dobrowolski	POL  
Jakov Geller		RUS

WGM:
Eugenia Chasovnikova	RUS

IM:
24 players

WIM:
5 players



Statistics from the grandmaster tournament Chladek & Tintera Open:
Average ELO of all players - 2317
ELO >= 2600		1
ELO >= 2500 		34
ELO >= 2400  	98  
ELO >= 2300  	183

Number of titled players:
GM - 44
WGM - 5
IM - 61
WIM - 10
FM - 67
WFM - 7
Total - 199 (59 %)
You can check statistics of all tournaments at the http://www.czechopen.net/news/stat.php

Results of the main chess tournaments:
CHLADEK & TINTERA OPEN:
	name		points	Buchholz rating
Eldar Gasanov	UKR	7,5	2461
Jiří Štoček		CZE	7	2467	
Dmitry Chuprov	RUS	7	2463	
Total of 339 players.


JIHLAVANKA OPEN:
	Tomáš Pecha	(U16)	CZE	7,5	2205	
	 Nikolay Tolstikh	RUS	7,5	2165
	Mikhail Nedochetov	RUS	7,5	2149

Total of 385 players.


CESKA PODNIKATELSKA POJISTOVNA OPEN:
	Natasha Berdychevaskaya	8	49	RUS
	Roman Grib		BLR	7,5	54
	Roel Hamblok		BEL	7,5	51,5

Total of 262 players.


CARGO OPEN:
	Alexander LeontovichRUS	7,5	53,5
	Alexander Liberman	RUS	7,5	52,5
	Jaroslaw Maliszewski	POL	7,5	48,5

Total of 272 players.


KONTAX OPEN:
	Maxim Kurochkin	RUS	7,5	56,5
	Martin Wennink	NED	7,5	54,5	44
	Slavko Krneta		GER	7,5	54,5	42

Total of 277 players.

Interview with Eldar Gasanov, the winner of the grandmaster tournament
Eldar Gasanov plays just for pleasure. He enjoys the game of chess. He was the only one who gained 7,5 points in the grandmaster tournament Chladek & Tintera Open and he won it. He was at the Czech Open for the second time. His first appearence in Pardubice was 11 years ago, in the rating tournament. 

Was it hard to win the grandmaster tournament?
It was the second tournament I played in Pardubice. The first one was a rating tournament 11 years ago. I have played the grandmaster tournament for the first time this year. But I felt I am able to show a good performance. I played quite good games in the rapid tournament. I finished 11th and I believed I could have reached a good result in the grandmaster tournament.

Which place did you want to finish at to be satisfied?
If it was in the top ten, it would be enough for me.

Which game would you highlight as the most important one?
Probably the game against grandmaster Epishin. It was in the 7th round. I played with black pieces but I still won. He didn´t start very well and I was able to use my position better.

Did you prepare for the games?
Yes. Two hours per each game. I searched ChessBase with my notebook. Also it is important to stay fit. In the morning before the last round I was in an aquapark and it helped me a lot. I felt very well later during the game.

How about other tournaments at the Czech Open?
I played rapid chess tournament I have mentioned before. I am here since 10th July and my plan was to play the team tournament. But I didn´t have a team to play for. So me and my friend went to Prague for five days. It was really great. We enjoyed the city and were able to rest before the grandmaster tournament.

Are you a professional chess player?
I have finished my master degree in psychology this year. And I am planning to study for Ph.D. I play chess just for pleasure. Seven, eight tournaments a year.

Can you use your psychology knowledge during the game?
Well, partly. I don´t play against a man, I play against his chess-men.

How did you enjoy the festival Czech Open?
It is very interesting festival. I am very happy I have won the main tournament. I like meeting other people from different cultures.


Jan Kalensky
the spokesman for CZECH OPEN 2008

